Pseudonegative thermal expansion and the state of water in graphene oxide layered assemblies.
Unraveling the complex interplay between thermal properties and hydration is a part of understanding the fundamental properties of many soft materials and very essential for many applications. Here we show that graphene oxide (GO) demonstrates a highly negative thermal expansion (NTE) coefficient owing to unique thermohydration processes related with fast transport of water between the GO sheets, the amphiphilic nature of nanochannels, and close-to-zero intrinsic thermal expansion of GO. The humidity-dependent NTE of GO layered assemblies, or "pseudonegative thermal expansion" (PNTE), differs from that of other hygroscopic materials due to its relatively fast and highly reversible expansion/contraction cycles and occurrence at low humidity levels while bearing similarities to classic NTE. Thermal expansion of polyvinyl alcohol/GO composites is easily tunable with additional intricacy of thermohydration effects. PNTE combined with isotropy, nontoxicity, and mechanical robustness is an asset for applications of actuators, sensors, MEMS devices, and memory materials and crucial for developing methods of thermal/photopatterning of GO devices.